Client success story.

Partnerize helps airasia reach new
heights with introduction of
innovative new product offerings.
Pivoting during the pandemic.
While the pandemic posed serious challenges for businesses around the world, airlines were undoubtedly one of the worst-hit
groups as travel universally came to a screeching halt. Faced with this very challenge, airasia decided to signiﬁcantly pivot its
offerings to the market, engaging its audience with exciting new retail products and services. With innovation at its center,
airasia transitioned from an airline to an ecommerce brand, launching three exciting new offerings: an online retail store
airasia Shop, a fresh product and grocery online store airasia Fresh, and food delivery service airasia Food. However, these
innovative expansion plans were matched with the challenge of avoiding large customer acquisition costs from traditional
digital advertising and the need to resourcefully utilize their extensive employee database. Enter partnership marketing.

"When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, AirAsia had to quickly adapt and look at new partner types, aside from our
regular key travel partners. By diversifying our partner mix and actively managing partner relationships we were
able to keep going. We were able to scale our approach and quickly adapt the way we work with partners,
thanks to a combination of the Partnerize technology and their SEA Customer Success team."

Bharat Sannareddy | Senior Manager, Digital Marketing & Growth

Supported by partnerships.
airasia wanted to utilize multiple types of partnerships - from their traditional afﬁliate partners, to their own employees - so
turned to Partnerize for support. Using the Partnerize technology, airasia was able to:
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For more information, contact us at contact@partnerize.com

